
ESPORTS INTERACTIVE PLATFORM.
ATTENTION TO OUR PROJECT GROWS DAY
BY DAY.
EIP Platform. Advantages and
professional's opinions about the project.

TALLINN, KESKLINNA LINNAOSA,
ESTONIA, March 24, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- First Global
Esports Interactive Platform.

EIP ecosystem is a large-scale platform
based on the blockchain system, which
allows directly linking sponsors, partners,
gamers, esports fans with significant
benefits and convenience for all parties.

As we know, such project is the first one,
which basic target is to optimize
relationships between brands,
companies, sponsors and esports
audience. EIP ecosystem gives many
advantages for both brands, companies
and sponsors and for esports audience
as well. 

These are just some of the advantages: 

- providing assistance to companies and
brands in understanding the specifics of
the market and esports audience. 
- the ability for companies, organizations
and brands to go directly to the audience
of esports.
- simple and mutualy beneficial
cooperation between esports market and
brands, companies, sponsors and
investors bypassing intermediaries
- the ability for companies to reinvest in
future projects

Attention to this project grows day by day.

Vlad Dobrov - an international businessman, financier and specialist in the field of ICO shared his
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opinion with us.

according to Vlad Dobrov: "EIP ecosystem has a very serious chance of success." The project is
really promising and capable of completely changing the state of affairs both in esports itself and
outside."

Leo Petersen - In cryptocurrencies since 2011, Leo Petersen concentrates on media strategies for
ICO and is a consultant in implementing blockchain system to existing businesses in biogas and VAT
refunds.

Leo Petersen said: "Based on my experience in the field of ICO and having carefully considered the
whole purpose of the draft, I'm sure that this project guaranteed to be success. That's why I joint the
EIP team and I foresee our happy future."

In any case you decide! But we recommend you to think.
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